Special versions: Supports to order

Support for swap bodies with a max. weight of up to 18.000 kg

Procedure:
• Existing version: If you cannot find a stamped drawing number, measure the dimensions shown on the drawing and enter the dimensions on the form.
• New versions: If you cannot find a suitable standard support cross the required sections and enter your dimensions on the form.
• Send, fax or e-mail the form to JOST.

Type definition of a support for swap bodies with a max. weight of up to 18.000 kg

- Cross tube with Standard hook security device (form A1)
- Cross tube with Sliding safety device (form A2)
- Standard strut
- Safety strut with brake
- Hole for support hook
- Undetachable telescopic part

Dimensions and options for the support:

- Non telescopic
- Once 100 telescopic
- Multiple telescopic

JOST